Trees

In the correspondence columns of this newspaper during the week, attention was focused on the destruction of trees and the effect which this practice must have on the life in this island. There is little excuse for this, and the real reason that the average person fails to realise the importance of trees, and this lack of appreciation has led to a vandalistic which is reprehensible.

The popular idea is that trees are planted to provide shade for men and animals where they are needed, and that the resulting fuel they are left there. But there is much more for trees planted methodically. They beautify the surroundings especially if they are of the flowering type, they prevent erosion when planted on the hill-sides, they also prevent landladies by causing water to percolate more easily after heavy rains, they provide shade in places where it is necessary and finally they attract the rain in a necessarily in a country dependent upon agriculture.

In some parts of the world trees are protected by legislation and the removal of one tree is prohibited. This is the situation in Ireland, or generally two. This protection is not only felt that one may die and the other, having survived will replace what would be lost. The same protection is needed in particular the streets of Bridgetown.

The tendency is to perpetrate a state of affairs which may have suited the days when horse and buggies were the order of the day but which are not good enough when larger and faster automobiles are appearing on the roads. It is a stage that active and vigorous steps be taken to widen the streets of Bridgetown and in particular the streets of Bridgetown.

When repairs or reconditioning of buildings are being carried out the Government should insist that such buildings should be taken back on to widen the road at that point. Compensation could be paid for that part taken over by the Government. This compensation should be an expenditure in the interest of the island.

Not only in respect of streets and Bridge- town is the need for Governmental supervision necessary. In the past, the care of this island is one of the greatest heritages of its people and efforts directed at preserving its beauty will have a great object in view. At present many of the roads in this island are lacking in architectural design and in some cases there is a distinct move to preserve the natural beauty of the surroundings. The space between houses is not enough, thus giving an impression of an overcrowded tenantry rather than the beauty which is so necessary, particularly in the Trojans.

It is true that the price of land in Barbados at present is no high so that the middle class house of a quarter-century ago may be built on to widen enough only to hold a house, but it would be better to have a house which may be built with future developments in mind and some ground in which children could play in safety. The care of some of the roads which have been built at Top Rock should be followed.

There is a spot in particular in a place where children can play without fear of being harmed by passing vehicles.

Along the coast of the island houses have been going up so quickly that at present it is difficult to say whether the Oolitic and sand will not make a collapse of the sea side.

This paper has again warned against the unnecessary embankment of Government, but in some cases, for example that there is some supervision in the interiors of the island. A Town and Country Planning Bill should be introduced into the Legislature which would give Government the right to supervise the laying of new buildings in the island. The power at present held by the local authorities is quite inadequate for modern needs.

Government has not set a good example by allowing the sale of Archipelago and Town Planning Officer. A correspondent has pointed out that this sale is a new loss the Government without a qualified supervision on the new Public Works.

Government must wake up to its responsibilities. The giving of political addresses by members of the Government, and the long-term interests of the island are safeguarded.

Only any more will see how many of the people of the island which failed to become law would begin to gloss the necessary supervision and direction to the development of the island. Only then will the people feel the beauty of their island home will be squandered and squandered with impunity.

Some Stag Party - I Got Soaked!

BERNARD WICKSTEED

WOO OOF! Have you had a good night? If not - be thankful. The last time I was one of a party of friends who took a party to see what musk could be obtained from a stag. We did it in a most excellent way.

The next morning we found our friends back in their beds and we ourselves in the next town. We had a great deal of difficulty in explaining ourselves to the police and we were not allowed to have our hands washed until we paid for the damage we had done.

It is a very good rule to have a good night and not to be sober enough to know what you are doing.

Apples

By N. Canville Owen

BERYL PEARCE

If you are going to the Trojans for the week-end, and you do not want to be hungry on Sunday night, do not eat too many apples on Saturday night.

We all know what happens when people eat apples. They begin to eat them, and then they eat them and then they eat them until they are not able to eat any more.
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